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ABSTRACT: High-strength macroporous monoliths can be obtained by simply mixing boehmite nanofiber aqueous acetate 
dispersions with methyltrimethoxysilane. On the boehmite nanofiber-polymethylsilsesquioxane monoliths, we can fabricate 
structures smaller than a millimeter in size by computer numerical control (CNC) milling, resulting in a machined surface that 
is superhydrophobic and biocompatible. Using this strategy, we fabricated a superhydrophobic multiwell plate which holds 
water droplets to produce 3D cell culture environments for various cell types. We expect these superhydrophobic monoliths 
to have future applications in 3D tissue construction. 

Macroporous monoliths with abundant pores, large spe-
cific surface area, and unique surface morphology have 
been studied as insulators, adsorbents, and catalyst carri-
ers.1 In bioengineering, these materials have been put to 
practical use as sorbents in cell culture media and protein 
separation.2, 3 Current applications use simple geometries, 
such as flat plates, disks, or rods. Additionally, macroporous 
materials with high porosity are generally brittle under ten-
sile bending and twisting, and it is challenging to obtain mi-
croforms by machining after fabrication. When preparing 
sub-millimeter structures, it is common to transfer from a 
flexible template such as silicone. However, it is difficult to 
use this method in the case of high porosity macroporous 
materials because they are easily chipped during mold re-
lease. In recent years, the technological development of 
computer numerical control (CNC) milling desktop ma-
chines has made it possible to efficiently machine finely de-
tailed features onto dense materials.4, 5 Herein, we have di-
rectly processed high-strength macroporous materials by 
CNC milling to create advanced 3D geometries for cell cul-
ture. 

Recently, we have developed macroporous monoliths 
with fiber-like structures that are less than 100 nm in diam-
eter by coating and bonding boehmite nanofibers (BNFs, 
composed of AlOOH with a diameter of 4 nm)6 with polyor-
ganosilsesquioxane.7, 8 These “fiber-reinforced” materials, 
which can be prepared by the simple mixing of two liquids, 
have higher elasticity and bending strength than 
macroporous materials with similar skeletal diameters, and 
a superhydrophobic cut surface. Here, we have used this 
material to form intricate surface structures by CNC milling 
to test droplet handling and trapping. The composition of 

the macroporous material has been optimized from previ-
ous reports, and three samples were prepared with high 
shear density to improve mechanical strength. The follow-
ing procedure was used to prepare the materials: (1) Mix 
100 mL of a diluted BNF dispersed sol (7.2･x −1 wt % in ace-
tic acid aqueous solution) and 100 mL of methyltrimethox-
ysilane (MTMS, CH3Si(OCH3)3) for 15 min and heating at 80 
˚C for one day. In this step, MTMS undergoes hydrolysis and 
polycondensation to form polymethylsilsesquioxane 
(PMSQ, CH3SiO1.5), which coats and binds BNFs into a gel; 
(2) wash with water and 2-propanol several times to ex-
change the internal liquid of the gel structure; and (3) dry at 
60 ˚C for 12 h. This process yielded white xerogel panels, 
which we have named Xx after the dilution ratio of the start-
ing BNF sol, x (=2.5, 5, 10). After the drying process, we re-
peatedly observed warping and cracking with the X2.5 and 
X5 materials (Figure S1), while the X10 sample was able to 
maintain large panels with high yield even under harsh dry-
ing conditions (Figure 1a). All three materials had a bulk 
density of about 0.29 g cm−3 (Table S1, Supporting Infor-
mation), and the rod-like skeletal structure coarsened with 
increasing BNF concentration in the starting composition 
(Figures 1b,c, S2, S3, and Movie S1, Supporting Information). 
Uniaxial compression tests revealed that the BNF–PMSQ 
macroporous monoliths had the elasticity to recover their 
original shape from 25 % compression, and the Young’s 
modulus became lower with lower BNF concentration (Fig-
ure S4a, Supporting Information). From 3-point bending 
measurements, the BNF–PMSQ macroporous monoliths 
could withstand higher strains than the PMSQ porous mate-
rials with similar diameters (Figure S4b, Supporting 



 

Information)9, which highlights one of the benefits of com-
pounding with nanofibers.10 

 

Figure 1. (a) Photograph (b) SEM and (c) TEM image of the X10 
material. (d) Photographs of the X10 sample being CNC milled 
(see also Movie S2, Supporting Information). (e) The 3D model 
of microneedle array and (f) the real sample formed by CNC 
milling. formed by CNC milling. (g) The 3D model and (h) the 
real sample of a spheroid preparation plate with colored water 
droplets formed by CNC milling. The design dimensions are 
shown in Figures S7 and S8 (Supporting Information). 

Machining and application verification were carried out 
on the X10 material due to its high yield and favorable me-
chanical properties. First, the “flat” surface of the X10 sam-
ple was formed by CNC milling (Figure S5, Supporting Infor-
mation). Water droplets formed a contact angle of 152˚ with 
the surface, indicating a high degree of water repellency 
(Figure S6, Supporting Information). Next, we milled a mi-
croneedle consisting of a cone 500 μm in diameter at the 
base and 1 mm high with a yield of over 95 % (Figures 1d,e, 
S7, and Movie S2, Supporting Information). When water 
was dropped on this needle array, spherical droplets were 
retained (Figure 1f). By mixing aqueous solutions of differ-
ent specific gravities on this substrate, we were able to form 
Janus-water droplets (Movie S3, Supporting Information). 
We also succeeded in creating grooves to arrange the drop-
lets (Figure 1f). Since PMSQ has the same biocompatibility 
as other organic polysiloxanes, such as polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS),11 we attempted to use this substrate for 3D cell 
culture. In cancer research, 3D cell culture techniques have 
received attention as a pivotal technology to reproduce tu-
mor microenvironments with 3D cell-cell and cell-matrix 
interactions.12 Although 2D surface, which allows for homo-
geneous cell culture, can induce cell-cell contact crosstalk, 
tumor cells are not in their normal state. Therefore, the 2D-
cultured cells exhibit different responses from the 3D cul-
ture that is close to the actual in vivo environment.13-16 Tu-
mor spheroids are a commonly used 3D culture of cancer 
cells and can be formed by a variety of protocols, including 

ultra-low attachment plates,17 hanging drops,18 and mag-
netic levitation.19 However, these protocols require a cer-
tain amount of skill to produce spheroids consistently 
within the target size range. 

Using our CNC milled microporous monoliths, we have 
created a simplified protocol that can form tumor spheroids 
with consistent size and shape. Although various methods 
of spheroid formation using hydrophobic substrates or mi-
crochannels have been reported,20-22 our process has ad-
vantages, such as the ability to obtain a near-spherical 
shape even when the diameter is large, depending on the 
computer-aided design.23 Spheroid formation was per-
formed using the five steps outlined in Figure 2a: (1) Cell 
suspension was prepared by mixing ice-cold collagen solu-
tion (4.0 mg mL−1) and the harvested cells to give a final con-
centration. (2) The cell suspension was then dispensed onto 
the processed superhydrophobic multiwell plate. The dis-
pensed volume corresponds to the diameter of the spheroid 
to be made. (3) The dispensed spherical cell suspension was 
incubated at 37 ˚C, 5 % CO2 for 30 to 60 min. (4) After gela-
tion, the spheroids were picked up with a micropipette and 
transferred to a cell culture plate or dish. (5) The spheroid 
became denser over a 3 to 5-day incubation. The phase-con-
trast and fluorescence images of the spheroid were cap-
tured every day for 5 days using a wide-field fluorescence 
microscope.  

 

Figure 2. Spheroid formation using the superhydrophobic mul-
tiwell plate. (a) A five-step protocol for cell spheroid. (b) Time-
lapse images of an MDA-MB-231 cancer cell line spheroid 
formed according to the protocol. The scale bar indicates 500 
µm. 

Using the outlined protocol, we produced spheroids with 
two types of cancer cells: Green fluorescent protein (GFP)-
labeled MDA-MB-231 cells and HeLa cells. We then pre-
pared their suspension at the two specified concentrations 
[5 × 106 cells mL−1 (high density) or 5 × 105 cells mL−1 (low 
density)]. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium was used as 
a cell culture medium. The 4.2 µL cell suspension was dis-
pensed onto the multi-well plate to produce spheroids with 
a diameter of 2 mm. During the 5-day incubation, the cells 
in the collagen gel sphere grew and increased in density, as 
confirmed by the increase in the GFP fluorescent intensity 
(Figure 2b). The spheroid maintained its spherical shape in 
5 d culture though its confocal microscope images were 



 

slightly crushed due to various treatments for fluorescence 
staining (especially membrane permeabilization with Tri-
tonX-100) and the its own weight (Figures S9a,b, S10a,b, 
and Movie S4, Supporting Information). After 5 d culture, 
the spheroid became so dense that a light source such as a 
diode laser could not penetrate it. The increase in cell den-
sity in the collagen gel sphere was also observed regardless 
of the cell type or concentration (Figures 3a,b, S11a,b, Sup-
porting Information). We then measured the diameter of 
the formed spheroids based on the captured images with 
ImageJ2.24 Although their diameter was about 30 % larger 
than the target diameter of 2 mm, the equivalent spheroids 
could be produced with an error of less than 10 % (Figure 
S12a,b, Supporting Information). The spheroid of MDA-MB-
231 contracted as the cell density increased, and its contrac-
tion speed depended on the concentration of cell suspen-
sion. These phenomena were not observed with the HeLa 
cell spheroids or the control collagen gel spheres (Figures 
3c, S12c, Supporting Information). The contraction re-
sponses were thus unique to MDA-MB-231 cells in the pre-
sent study, and they have been observed not only in sphe-
roids but also in 3D culture using collagen gel or Matrigel.25, 

26 The absence of the spheroid contraction in HeLa cells is 
related to the difference in invasiveness depending on types 
of cancer cells. In tumor cell invasion, membrane type-1 ma-
trix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) plays an important role 
by acting as the peri-cellular proteolysis of collagen ma-
trix.27, 28 HeLa cells were found to have little expression of 
the MT1-MMP,29 suggesting that they were unable to invade 
collagen gel as MDA-MB-231 cells did. In addition, the tu-
mor cells started to escape from the spheroid as the cell 
density increased (Figure 3d). The escaped cells adhered to 
the bottom surface of the cell culture plate, where they sur-
vived and proliferated (Figure 3e).  

 

Figure 3. Changes in spheroid dynamics due to the difference in 
cell suspension concentrations. Phase contrast time-lapse of 
the spheroids formed with (a) MDA-MB-231 cells, (b) HeLa 
cells, and (c) collagen gel only. The scale bars indicate 500 µm. 

(d) A representative situation of the tumor cells escaping from 
their spheroid (MDA-MB-231 cells). (e) Representative images 
of MDA-MB-231 cells, which escaped from the spheroid and ad-
hered to the bottom surface of the cell culture plate after 5-day 
incubation. 

In summary, we fabricated a low-density macroporous 
monolith with sufficient strength for CNC milling using a 
simple sol-gel process. The machined surface of the BNF–
PMSQ material was found to be superhydrophobic, result-
ing in droplet retention on appropriately designed shapes. 
With the CNC milled multiwell plate, we formed 3D cell cul-
tures to obtain high yields of spheroids using two cell types. 
This system has the potential to be applied to scaffolds to 
construct 3D tissues (i.e., organoid). We are currently aim-
ing to establish a 3D processing technology with an accu-
racy of 10 μm, which will be applied to cell engineering. 
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